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Grade 8 French (Master)
Essential Questions Content Skills

Fall How does language change in
different situations?
 How is French like English?

A. Review of Verbs 
     -Aller
     -Avoir
     -Etre
     -Venir
     -Faire
 B. Review of Adjectives:
     -Possessive Adjectives
     -Interrogative Adjectives
     -Demonstrative Adjectives
 C. Review of Stem-Changing Verbs
     -Acheter
     -Preferer
     -Esperer
 D. Review of Verbs
     -Porter
     -Mettre
     -Aimer

A. Peer teach knowledge of review subject
 A. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

B. Use adjectives in sentences showing proper agreement
 B. Peer teach knowledge of review subject
 B. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

C. Peer teach knowledge of review subjects
 C. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

D. Peer teach knowledge of review subjects
 D. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

How does language change in
different situations?
 How is French like English?

A. Review of Verbs 
     -Aller
     -Avoir
     -Etre
     -Venir
     -Faire
 B. Review of Adjectives:
     -Possessive Adjectives
     -Interrogative Adjectives
     -Demonstrative Adjectives
. Review of Stem-Changing Verbs
     -Acheter
     -Preferer
     -Esperer
 D. Review of Verbs
     -Porter
     -Mettre
     -Aimer

A. Peer teach knowledge of review subject
 A. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

B. Use adjectives in sentences showing proper agreement
 B. Peer teach knowledge of review subject
 B. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

C. Peer teach knowledge of review subjects
 C. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

D. Peer teach knowledge of review subjects
 D. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

How do French speakers talk about
events in the future?

How do French speakers talk about
events in the recent past?

How do French speakers talk about
sports?

A. Review of clothing vocabulary
 B. Review of the Future Proche
 C. Review of the Recent Past
 D. Sports and expressions using sports
     - Expressions using jouer a
     - Expressions using faire de

A. Identify clothing vocabulary

B. Use the Futur Proche in sentences showing understanding
of the future tense

C. Use the Recent Past in sentences showing understanding
of the recent past
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How do French speakers talk about
sports?

of the recent past

D. Identify sports using jouer a and faire de
 D. Differentiate between the two expressions jouer a and
faire de

How do you plan for upcoming
events?

How do activities differ in different
Francophone countries?

A. Weekend Activities and Plans

B. Learn new verbs:
     -Aider
     -Laver
     -Assister a

C. Household Chores

A. Identify weekend activities and plans
 A. Plan a schedule using new weekend vocabulary

B. Conjugate verbs in the present tense

C. Create a skit to show knowledge
 C. Recognize household chores and use in sentences to
demonstrate understanding

Winter How can music affect the world? A. Music
     -Musicians
     -Lyrics
     -Style

A. Identify different French Musicians
 A. Learn about the lives of some French Musicians
 A. Listen to French music
 A. Read the lyrics of French music
 A. Interpret the meaning of French songs
 A. Sing French songs
 A. Create a multi-media music presentation

How are certain expressions and
sayings different in various
languages?

A. Verbs
     -Expressions with Avoir
     -Past Tense with Avoir and Etre

A. Identify the types of expressions used with avoir
 A. Conjugate the verb avoir
 A. Compare expressions of avoir with similar expressions
in English
 A. Write sentences in the past tense using avoir
 A. Write sentences in the past tense using Etre

How do you use a verb? A. Verbs in the Past Tense
     -Irregular Verbs

A. Conjugate verbs in the past tense
 A. Write sentences in the past tense
 A. Create visuals illustrating verbs in past tense

Spring How do you use a verb? A. Verbs in present/past tense
     -DR & MRS VANDERTRAMP
         -Descendre
         -Rentrer
         -Monter
         -Retourner
         -Sortir
         -Venir
         -Aller
         -Naitre
         -Devenir
         -Entrer
         -Rester
         -Tomber
         -Revenir
         -Mourir
         -Partir

A. Conjugate verbs in present tense
 A. Conjugate verbs in past tense
 A. Use verbs in complete sentences
 A. Present dialogs
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         -Rester
         -Tomber
         -Revenir
         -Mourir
         -Partir

How does the geography of a
country affect its culture?

A. Food
     -General Food Vocabulary
     -Regional Food Vocabulary

A. Identify vocabulary for food
 A. Present a meaningful restaurant skit
 A. Understand why certain regions     emphasize specific
foods

How does the geography of a
country affect its culture?

How can weather/seasons determine
cultural traditions?

A. Quebec, Canada
     -Geographical Regions
     -Food
     -Winter Carnival

A. Identify Geographical Regions of Quebec
 A. Create and sample ethnic foods of Quebec
 A. Understand the cultural significance of Winter Carnival

How does learning a second
language help me to see the world
differently?

A. Review Verbs in past/present/future
     -Aller
     -Etre
     -Avoir
     -Venir
     -Faire
     -Dr & MRS VANDERTRAMP

B. Review Vocabulary
     -Clothing
     -Sports/Leisure/Weekend
     -Music
     -Food/Regional Cuisine

A. Conjugate verbs in the proper tense
 A. Use verbs sentence form

B. Identify Vocabulary Words in Context
 B. Present meaningful dialog using vocabulary words


